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Welcome to NUtimes!
NUtec's regular e-newsletter for print professionals and colour enthusiasts.
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Orange and light black alternative NUtec
inks now available for Mimaki® SS21 

NUtec has announced additional colour options for its Diamond eco-solvent
alternative inks designed for Mimaki® SS21 printing.

Orange and light black inks are now available for the GBL-free Diamond D10-
GF-MS21 ink range, allowing customers to experience an expanded colour
gamut with enhanced grayscale or monochrome printing.

The Diamond D10-GF-MS21 range is chemically & colour matched to Mimaki®
SS21 ink and designed as a back to back replacement.

A key feature of this GBL-free Diamond ink range is that no flushing or profiling
is required when converting from the OEM inks. It is also low smell with
excellent outdoor durability as well as exceptional abrasion and chemical
resistance.

The D10-GF-MS21 provides outstanding media compatibility across a broad
range of self-adhesive and flexible substrates and is supported by NUtec
Digital’s Ink Delivery System (IDS) Warranty.

Contact sales@nutecdigital.com to find out more. 

FESPA FIT events & TexIntel resources

FESPA, the global federation of national associations for the digital
printing, screen printing and textile printing communities, recently launched "FIT"
or "FESPA Innovations and Trends", a new series of live virtual events aimed at
helping printers plan effectively for their post-COVID business recovery.

Wide Format Printing and the evolving Printed Décor market was the focus
on 26-27 May 2021 in FESPA's first FIT virtual event. Leading industry
suppliers  and manufacturers will again showcase their latest innovations at the
second FIT event to be held from 9-10 June 2021 with a focus on Printed
Clothing.

Another excellent source of valuable industry information for printed decor,
textile and clothing companies is the TexIntel website curated by FESPA Textile
Ambassador, Debbie McKeegan. Filled with expert insights, interviews,
blogposts, the latest news, a partner hub and so much more, this site is sure to
both inspire and educate you. 

Make an impression with bright, 
fluorescent water-based inks

Now available with fluorescent pink and yellow options, the Aquamarine AQ10-
DST-HC ink is a dye sublimation range developed for use on Epson® DX4,
DX5, DX6, DX7, 5113, PrecisionCore TFP, XP600 & EPS3200 printheads, and
is optimised for transfer printing on coated and uncoated transfer paper.

High density colour leads to reduced ink consumption per litre, while offering a
superior colour gamut. The inks are fast drying for high speed printing and
increased productivity.

Recommended applications include activewear, interior décor textiles, graphic
arts and soft signage using substrates with a minimum 60% polyester content. 

Epson & National Geographic partner to
fight climate change

Epson & National Geographic | TURN DOWN THE HEAT

Epson and National Geographic have come together to raise awareness around
how conserving heat is a great way to minimise our impact on the environment.

In this short video, National Geographic Explorer Katey Walter Anthony explains
how "Heat destroys permafrost. Conserving heat is one of the best ways to
minimize our impact on the environment. "

There’s no denying the fact that we’re facing a global climate crisis. Even
making a small change can really help. If everyone on the planet makes one
small change, it can have a huge positive impact.

Learn more at https://www.epson.com.au/heat-free-technology/

Tech Tips: Extending Printhead Life

Printheads are the most valuable parts in your printer and the most expensive
parts to replace. The lifespan of a printhead can vary from several months to
several years depending on printer size, function and manufacturer. Printhead
malfunctions affect print quality, productivity and short term operating costs,
among others. It is therefore imperative that PSPs do all they can to extend the
life of their print heads.
 
So what impacts the lifespan of a printhead and what can you do to extend it?

Ink quality: Ink pigment size, viscosity and surface tension are just some
of the causes behind blocked nozzles and/or poor print quality. Digital
printer inks like NUtec's have been through stringent, multiple quality
control processes to ensure that yhey are perfectly suited to your printer
and will not cause any damage to your print heads.
Ink type or chemistry: Ensure that the ink type/chemistry is correct for
your printhead, i.e. water-based vs solvent-based vs UV-curable ink
types use different print heads. Loading and running the wrong ink type
will surely damage your printheads.
Air bubbles: These can cause missing nozzles and once they get into
the printhead, are hard to remove. NUtec's ink delivery systems, whether
through cartridges, degassed pouches or bulk ink systems, have been
designed to reduce the incidence of air bubbles. 
Ink shelf life: Always check the expiration date on your inks as inks do
age and become unstable after which they could do harm to your print
heads. Inks that are transported, stored and handled under optimal
conditions, may remain stable and usable long after their expiration date
but unless you can prove without a doubt that the transporters,
distributors and entire supply chain has been handling your ink under ideal
conditions, it is not worth the risk. Check label expiry dates and do not
accept new inks that are near to their expiry date unless you are 100%
certain to use it before that date.
Profile choice: Choosing the correct media profiles is another important
factor to maintaining optimal print results and printhead health. Profiles
can include heat settings, ink saturation, linearization, iCC profiles, and ink
restrictions.
Regular preventative maintenance: clean & maintain filters and all
dampers, cap tops, pumps, wipers and tubes regularly, and replace parts
and consumables as instructed by the manufacturers.
Environmental control: temperature, ventilation, humidity, static and dust
control are essential to print head health.
Frequently clean the heads, to prevent banding caused by missing
nozzles, with high-quality wipes or swabs, and use proper cleaning
solutions compatible with your inks. Printer head wipes come in many
formats, but they share a basic characteristic that sets them apart from
regular wipes, i.e. they are lint-free. Nothing is more damaging to a printer
head than lint. Aside from the negative effects it can have on the final
print, it will deteriorate your print head rapidly. Non-abrasiveness is
another essential quality for wipes. And finally, don't touch the nozzle
heads with your bare hands, ever.

SA's POPI Act and your Data Privacy

The Protection of Personal Information Act, known as POPIA or the POPI Act,
is South Africa’s data protection law.  Essentially, the purpose of the POPI Act is
to protect people from harm by protecting their personal information so as to
stop their money being stolen; to stop their identity being stolen; and to protect
their privacy.

To achieve this, the POPI Act sets conditions for when it is lawful for someone
to process someone else’s personal information as well as attempting to
balance the right to privacy against other rights, particularly the right of access
to information. The Information Regulator (South Africa) is empowered to
monitor and enforce compliance by public and private bodies with the provisions
of the POPI Act. 

NUtec Digital Ink recently published its own Privacy Policy in line with the POPI
Act which came into effect on 1 July 2020, with South African companies given
one year until 1 July 2021 to become fully compliant.  

NUtec Digital Ink commits to safeguarding your data and your privacy and will
only use your data for its intended purpose, with your consent, and when we
need to handle and store your data to fulfill our services to you or contracts with
you.

We remind our NUtimes e-newsletter subscribers that you have the right
to opt out or unsubscribe from this mailing list at any time by clicking on
the Unsubscribe button in the footer of this mail, should you so choose.

We draw your attention to our full Privacy Policy published on our website, 
which details both your and our duties and responsibilities with regard to your
data privacy.

Read our Privacy Policy here

If you have any queries relating to POPIA or your data handling, kindly contact
NUtec's Information Officer at data.privacy@nutecdigital.com 
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